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MOTTO

ُون ه
ُ ﴿ َو ََل ت َ ْد
َت فَإِوه َك ِإذًا ِمه
َ ض ُّر َك فَإ ِ ْن فَ َع ْل
ُ َّللاِ َما ََل َي ْىفَعُ َك َو ََل َي
ِ ع ِم ْه د
ه
)٦٠١:الظا ِل ِميهَ ﴾ ( يونس
Meaning:
And do not invoke besides Allah that which neither benefits you nor harms you,
for if you did, then indeed you would be of the wrongdoers. (QS Yunus: 106)
Artinya:
Dan janganlah kamu beribadah kepada yang tidak memberi manfaat dan tidak
(pula) memberi mudharat kepadamu selain Allah; sebab jika kamu berbuat (yang
demikian), itu, maka sesungguhnya kamu kalau begitu termasuk orang-orang
yang zalim. (QS Yunus: 106)1
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ABSTRACT

Astuti,Widia

:The Symbols used by Fairies as seen in Rise of the
Guardians by Peter Ramsey thesis: Adab and Humanities
faculty the State Islamic University Sulthan Thaha
Saifuddin Jambi

Supervisor 1

: Samsul Huda S.Ag, M. Ag

Supervisor II

: Selvia Lisa Asni S.Hum, M.Pd

In this research, the writer analyzes the symbols used by fairies in Rise of
the Guardian. The thesis entitled “The Symbols used by Fairies as seen in Rise of
the Guardians by Peter Ramsey”. The formulation of the problems of this thesis
are : 1) What are kinds of the symbol used by fairies as seen in Rise of the
Guardians movie. 2) How does the fairies symbol close to children in movie. 3)
What are the effect of the symbols to children as seen in Rise of the Guardian
movie. The aims of this thesis are: 1) To know what kinds of the Fairies Symbols
as seen on the Rise of Guardians Cartoon movie. 2) To know how does the fairies
symbol close to children in movie. 3) To know what are the effect of the symbols
to children as seen in Rise of the Guardians movie.
In doing this research the writer used Pierce theory symbol and used
objective approach from Abrams to find out and to know the symbols also effect
of the symbols toward the children, in the Rise of the Guardians movie. In
anlyzing the writer used qualitative method and descriptive technique for
presenting and analyzing the data. The data of the research is from Rise of the
Guardians cartoon movie. This research used several steps: first, the writer watch
the movie repeatedly. Then collect all of the data from the movie, take note the
data and last identify also analyse the symbols in Rise of the Guardians movie.
From the research, the writer found some the symbols in movie which is
into conventional symbol such as colour, nature, gold, season and weather. the
writer also found how does the fairies symbol close to children because based on
the film, the fairies symbols close to children related with something that
believed. and the last, the writer found what are the effect of the symbols used by
the fairies are the guardians toward the children in the movie. For example the
character of Jack that used snow symbol, then the snow give the possitive effect
such as the children happy with the snow.
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ABSTRAK
Astuti,Widia

:The Symbols used by Fairies as seen in Rise of the
Guardians by Peter Ramsey thesis: Adab and Humanities
faculty the State Islamic University Sulthan Thaha
Saifuddin Jambi

Supervisor 1

: Samsul Huda S.Ag, M. Ag

Supervisor II

: Selvia Lisa Asni S.Hum, M.Pd

Dalam penelitian ini penulis membahas tentang simbol-simbol yang
digunakan oleh peri-peri pada film Rise of the Guardians. Tesis ini berjudul “
Simbol-simbol yang digunakan oleh para peri-peri seperti yang terdapat dalam
film Rise of the Guardians yang di sutradarai oleh Peter Ramsey”. Masalah dari
penelitian ini adalah: 1) apa saja simbol-simbol yang digunakan oleh peri-peri
dalam film Rise of the Guardians. 2) bagaimana simbol peri dekat dengan anakanak dalam film Rise of the Guardians. 3) Apa efek simbol-simbol peri tersebut
terhadap anak-anak dalam film Rise of the Guadians. Tujuan dari penelitian ini
adalah: 1) Untuk mengetahui simbol-simbol yang ada film Rise of the Guardians.
2) Untuk mengetahui bagaimana simbol peri dekat dengan anak-anak dalam film
Rise of the Guardians. 3) Untuk mengetahu Apa efek simbol-simbol peri tersebut
terhadap anak-anak dalam film Rise of the Guadians.
Dalam melakukan penelitian ini, penulis menggunakan teori simbol dari
Pierce dan menggunakan pendekatan objective dari abrams sebagai pendekatan
untuk menemukan dan mengetahui simbol-simbol dan efek simbol terhadap anakanak dalam film Rise of the Guardians. Untuk menganalis, penulis menggunakan
metode kualitatif dan juga menggunakan tehnik deskriptive untuk memaparkan
dan menganalisis data. Data dalam penelitian ini berasal dari film Rise of the
Guardians. Penelitian ini menggunakan beberapa langkah: pertama, penulis
menonton film berulang-ulang kali. Kemudian mengumpulkan semua data yang
diperoleh dari film, mencatat data yang telah di peroleh dari film. Terakhir
mengidentifikasikan dan menganalisis simbol yang terdapat dalam film Rise of
the Guardians.
Dari penelitian tersebut, peneliti menemukan ada beberapa macam simbol
yang ada dalam film yang tergolong dalam konvensional simbol, seperti simbol
dari warna, nature, gold, season also weather. Penulis juga menemukan alasan
kenapa simbol peri sangat dekat sama anak-anak karena berhubungan sesuatu
yang diyakini dan terakhir penulis menemukan apa efek dari simbol yang
digunakan oleh peri-peri terhadap anak-anak dalam film. Misalnya, dari kararkter
Jack yang menggunakan simbol salju, kemudian salju tersebut memberikan positif
efek, seperti anak-anak bahagia dengan adanya salju.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background of the Research

As social beings and living in groups, humans need communication to interact
with others. Communication is the process of make a message in harmony
between communicator and communicant. It means that communication is not just
face to face but communication can also be symbol, language and others. Pierce
says that the symbol is one part of the relationship between the sign with its
reference, the relationship that will explain the meaning of a particular referent in
life in general or a literary work as a replica of life. 2 It means that the symbol
serves to give a meaning to its reference.
In life, the symbol can be seen around the environment because life cannot be
separated from the symbol, either in verbal or non-verbal form. Symbol is defined
as a sign that replaces the idea or object. Symbol is often found in a film to make
it look interest and not bored. Film is a medium of communication rich with social
implications, created within different social, historical and cultural contexts.
Film’s idiosyncratic modes of presentation such as camera angle, editing, slow,
and fast motion often parallel features of literary texts or can be explained within
a textual framework.3 On the other hand, film can describe about real story or
fictive story which have own human mind. In this era we can find much genre
film such as romantic, fantasy, horror and others. The writer chooses the fantasy
2

Liszka, James Jakob. 1996. A General Introduction To The Semeiotic Of Charles
Sanders Peirce. United State. Indiana University Press. P.15
3
Cinemas, Edisi 171, accessed on Mei, 22 2018
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film. Fantasy is related to fantasy or with something that does not really exist and
only exist in the mind or mind just as in a movie, fantasy can also be a genre that
uses the form of magic and supernatural as one element of the plot, the theme in a
movie.4 It means that, the fantasy film is a picture of a mythical fantasy that takes
place
In this rresearch, the writer analyzes one of the fantasy film is called Rise of
the Guardians. Rise of the Guardians is a 2012 American 3D computer animated
fantasy film based on William Joyce's The Guardians of Childhood book series
and The Man in the Moon short film by Joyce. Peter Ramsey directed the film.
Produced by Dream Works Animation and distributed by Paramount Pictures, it
was released on November 28, 2012, The actors, Alec Baldwin, Chris Pine, Ilse
Fisher, Jude Law and received mixed reviews, but was disappointing financially,
contributing to a studio write down of $83 million for the quarter and the layoffs
of 350 employees.
This film tells about, Jack Frost, The spirit of winter is lifted with lost
memory from the depths of a frozen pond by the Man in the Moon, only to
discover that no one can see, hear, or touch him. Three-hundred years later, at the
North Pole, Santa Claus becomes aware that Pitch Black has returned and is
threatening the children of the world. After alerting fellow Guardians the Tooth

4

Chaerah,
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kepribadian,
in
accessed
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https://nurchaerah.wordpress.com/2013/06/04/apa-itu-fantasi-psikologi/ accessed on May 21, 2018
at 19:30
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Fairy called Tooth, the Easter Bunny, and the Sandy of the problem, Santa learns
that the Man in the Moon has been selected Jack as the newest Guardians.
The writer saw the myth of guardians as guardians of children or in other
words is fairies. Despite on that, the myths appear in the presence of various
symbols, the symbol can be a tooth, a tooth that is a communication tool between
Guardians with children. Example. Tooth Fairy habits took the tooth under the
pillow:

(Picture 15)
From the picture above show that every night baby tooth took the child's teeth
and then as a gift, baby tooth put a coin under the pillow. And then the teeth will
be stored into the memory storage.

(Picture 2)
Jack: Why wоuld Ρіtсh tаkе thе tееth?
Tooth fairy: Ιt'ѕ nоt thе tееth hе wаntеd, іt'ѕ thе mеmоrіеѕ іnѕіdе thеm.
Jack: Whаt dо yоu mеаn?

5
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Tooth Fairy: Τhаt'ѕ why wе соllесt thе tееth, Jack. They hold the most
important memories of childhood.6
From the pictures and dialogues above it appears that the tooth fairy takes the
tooth as symbol of the memories of children, the tooth is a symbol associated with
the tooth fairy. In the tooth is stored all the memories of the past that will not
come back again, the fairies save the tooth with great care.
Based on explanation above, the writer chooses this movie as the object of the
research to be analysed, and there are some reasons why this research is
interesting to be discussed. First, because the movie talks about symbol, second,
the writer find some of form effect symbols in movie, the third, and the writer
wants to know why the Guardians close to the children in the movie.
The writer uses the theory of symbol and objective approach to answer the
questions or to know the purpose that the writer wants to look for. So that, from
the explanation above, the writer concern on The Symbols used by Fairies as seen
in Rise of the Guardians By Peter Ramsey.
1.2 Formulation of the Research
Based on the background above, the writer formulates the problem they are:
1) What are the kinds of symbols used by fairies as seen in Rise of the
Guardians?
2) How does the fairies symbol close to children as seen in Rise of the
Guardians movie?

6

Ramsey, Peter,” rise of the Guardian”, Duration [00:34:34
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3) What are the effects of the symbols to children as seen in Rise of the
Guardians movie?
1.3 Limitation of the Research
The writer only examine about the symbols used by fairies in film “Rise of
the Guardians” based on the story. To focuses this research, the main characters
are: Alec Baldwin, Chris pine, Ilse Fisher and Jude law, Hence, the writer take the
data from scene used captured of the scenes of the film and dialogues that show
the symbol in film by Peter Ramsey.
1.4 Purpose of Research
1) To know what are kinds of the Fairies Symbols as seen in Rise of
the Guardians movie.
2)

To know how does the fairies symbol close to children as seen in Rise of
the Guardians movie.

3) To know what are the effects of the symbols to children as seen in Rise of
the Guardians movie.
1.5 Benefits of the Research
The benefits of the study are as follow:
1) Academic benefit: The benefit on the study is expected to be beneficial to
the world of literature and the complement to the study in “Rise of the
Guardians” movie.

6

2) Practical benefits: The writer expects that this study will contribute to the
development of literary study, especially for people who are interest in the
literary study.
1.6 Significant of the Research
In this research the writer would like to find out some symbols in movie. The
writer hopes this research will be accepted by the reader, and provide additional
information and knowledge to the writer and reader, especially to the student and
lectures English Literature Department wants to read and watch the film and even
who want to analyze the film. The writer hopes this research will make other
people easier to identify the symbols in movie and the student takes positive in
movie, and the last the research can gave contribution to the society, and will be
useful to the next research.

CHAPTER II
THEOTRICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1 Theory Symbol
A symbol is the use of a concrete object to represent an abstract idea. The
word symbol is derived from the Greek verb “symballein” which means “ to put
together and the related noun “symbolon” which means “mark”, “taken” or
“sign”7. It means that, symbol is something that has meaning, in our daily life, the
symbol can be find in the form of image, word, gesture. The term, symbol, when
used in literature is often a figure of speech in which a person, object, or situation
represent something an addition to its literal meaning.8 It means that, symbol is
something that represents a person, object, situation and character. Example, The
symbol is red and white as the symbols of the flag of the country of Indonesia, red
means brave, and the spirit of blazing to achieve the noble ideals of the Indonesian
nation. White means holy, clean, noble and loving. That is the symbol of
Indonesia.
According to Edwin Smith, symbols that are interpreted in relation to
something else are called objects or references.9 It means that, the symbol in the
form of a reference to understand an entire object that serves to recall the lost
object.

7

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1968. Symbol and Symbolism in Literature. University of
Virginia Library journal, New York, p. 1
8
Dr. Luis. Symbol. www.learnstrong.co/uplods/5/3/9/2/53925379/symbols. New York,
pdf , p. 1 accessed on Mei , 21 2018.
9
IvanTh. J. Weismann, Simbolisme Menurut Mircea Eliade,
file:///C:/Users/MAGENTA/Downloads/102698-ID-simbolisme-menurut-mircea-eliade.pdf, p. 55
Accessed on Mei 21 2018
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John A. Saliba says that symbols do not give meaning directly to object or
references, but to ideals, values and abstract understandings.

10

It men that, In

literary works, symbols are often used to convey messages to readers or audiences
that cannot be said directly or abstractly.
The description of the symbol is useful to be able to give a general picture
in the form of objects, even can be said that every object that is around us is a
symbol. Symbol is also inseparable from the senses or tools that are located or in
the human function to see and think of a particular object. According to Mansoben
in Sudarma said that humans who interact with the environment cannot be
separated from symbol because the symbol is able to express something in his
mind.11 It mean that, the symbols interpret all phenomenon that exist in the
universe and can be interpreted through thought. Definition of phenomenon in
Longman Dictionary of America English is something that happens or exists in
society, science, or nature, especially something that is studied because it is
difficult to understand.12 It means that, phenomenon can be interpreted as meaning
that happen it’s something in society and others.
According Pierce a symbol is a representament whose special significance
to represent just what it does represent lies in nothing but very fact of there being
a habit, disposition, or other effective general rule that it will be so interpreted,

10

Ibid. p. 55
Wijaya,Titra guna. 2012. “Teori simbol” on accessed from
http://titragunawijaya.blogspot.co.id/2012/10/teori-simbol.html accessed on Mei 25 2018
12
Braverly Britton Steiner, 2003. Longman Dictionary of America English. Edinburg:
Pearson Education Limited.
11
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more clearly based on the object, Pierce divides the icon, indexes and symbol ”13.
It means that, the writer focuses to symbol. Symbol is a sign that can be seen and
has the meaning of the form of the mark itself, but can also have other meanings
outside of the sign or form of the symbol itself.
The classification symbol according to Pierce is natural symbol, singular
symbol and conventional symbol.14
2.1.1 Natural symbol
Natural symbol is usually happen in our daily activity, it means that in life
cannot be separated from the symbol, because the symbol is something that
provides information or tools to show things to humans, in everyday life like a
dove that symbolizes loyalty, compassion and love.
2.1.2

Singular symbol

Singular symbol is its usual individual symbols can be interpreted in the
overall context of the work of an author. it means that, in a work of symbol is a
picture to represent a story that usually stands alone without the need for a partner
or other symbols because it already has a meaning like "sun" which means source
of light, heat and life: a masculine symbol.

13

Liszka, James Jakob. 1996. A General Introduction To The Semeiotic Of Charles
Sanders Peirce. United State. Indiana University Press. P.15
14
Ibid.p. 15
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2.1.3

Conventional symbol

Conventional symbol is usual words which exemplary, it means that This
one symbol deals with the words we usually find to replace other words but with
the same meaning. This theory used to answer or explain the problem formulation
from this research.
Some conventional symbols are as follows:
1. Colour
a) White: Innocence, life, light, purity or enlightenment.
b) Black: Seen as a cold and negative aspect suggesting passivity,
death, ignorance, or evil. Power, formality, mystery, fear and
sadness.
c) Yellow: Rotting, heat decay, violence, decrepitude, old age and the
approach of death.
d) Red: immortal; the colour of the principle life, blood, passion,
emotion, danger or daring.
e) Green: inexperience, hope; new life, immaturity; a combination of
blue and yellow, it mediates between heat and cold and high and
low; it is a comforting, refreshing human colour; it is the of plant
life.
2. Nature
Seasons
a) Christmas season: Birth, Change for the better.

11

b) Easter season: Rebirth, enlightenment
c) Darkness: Evil, ignorance, danger
Gold: The perfect metal; a reflection of heavenly light; it suggest the sunfertility, majesty, wealth, dominion; it is male principle
3. Directions
a) North: is the side which lies on the sun’s right hand and lies on
either side of life; it symbolizes night sky and night wind and is the
home of the moon and the Milky Way. North represents coldness,
alienation, and hostility; it is the abode of death.
b) South: is the side which lies on the Sun’s left hand and is the hand
of fire; represents warmth and comfort.
4. Weather, Season and Time
a) Snow: Blanket which obscures, covers or even smothers
b) Wind and Storms: violent human emotions
c) Morning: The time of God’s blessings; the beginning of when all is
still uncorrupted: a symbol of purity and promise.
Based on the explanations above the writer used theory symbol by Pierce
because these theory suitable to answer the problem formulation. The writer wants
to found the kind of fairies symbols. Why the writer chooses this theory because
after the writer read and to understand theory, the writer feel this theory easy to
help answers the problem.

12

2.2 Objective Approach
Literature is a blend of imagination of a writer with life in factual. The
results of human invention are higher in value than reality because writers do not
just imitate or imitate reality.15 Therefore, in understanding literature the readers
should recognize various theories, one of which is the objective theory which is
one part of the approaches in the literary works. According to Rene Wellek and
Austin Warren in literary theory, literature is a creative activity, a piece of art. 16 It
means that, literature in the form of writing or texts, music, drama and so on.
Abrams explains that the structure of literary works can be interpreted as
the composition, affirmation, and description of all materials and parts of the
components that together form a beautiful roundness (in Burhan Nurgiyantoro).17
Classification of literary theory by Abrams is divided into four namely, objective,
expressive, mimetic and pragmatic. The writer focuses on objective theory, this
theory and easy to understand problem formulation.
The objective approach is an approach that bases on a whole literary work
and sees literary work as something independent. The approach seen from the
existence of literature itself is based on the prevailing literary convention. The
convention is, for example, the intrinsic aspects of literature that include the
unanimity of meaning, diction, rhyme, theme, plot, setting, figures and point of

15

Aminudin.1987. Pengantar Apresiasi Karya Sastra. Bandung: Sinar baru algesindo.
Wellek,Rene and Warren,Austin. 1989. Teori Kesusastraan. Gramedia.p. 218
17
Nurgiyantoro, Burhan. 1989. Teori Pengkajian Fiksi. Yogyakarta: Gadjah Mada
University Press. p. 27
16
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view.18 It means that, in doing the analysis by itself enough with something
already in the work.
In analysing the structuralism of a literary work, it focuses only on literary
autonomy as a work of fiction. That is, the submission of the meaning of the
literary work in question to the existence of the work itself, without relating to the
elements beyond its significance. This is because structuralism belongs to an
objective approach that only examines the literary work itself. In structural
analysis can be done by identifying, reviewing and describing the functions and
relationships between the intrinsic elements of the literary works concerned.
According to Budiman (in Pradopo) analysed in an objective approach is a
part or complexity of intrinsic elements, that is analysing the formal form of
literature, the phenomenon of literary works.19 On the other hand, the writer uses
objective approach to help analyse the film Rise of the Guardians by Peter
Ramsey. Hence, in conducting the research, the writer only examines the existing
in the film. In this research, the element of literary works is intrinsic.
2.2.1 Intrinsic element
The intrinsic element is the elements that build the literary work itself
(Nurgiyantoro). It is these elements that cause literary works to exist as literary
works, elements that will be factually encountered if one reads a literary work.
The intrinsic element of a drama is the elements that directly participate in
18

Adiel. 2009. Teori Objektif . in accessed from
http://adiel87.blogspot.co.id/2009/11/teori-objektif.html . accessed on Mei 24 2018
19
Pradopo. 1995. Beberapa Teori Sastra, Metode Kritik dan Penerapannya. Yogyakarta:
Gajah Mada University Press.
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constructing the story. The intricacies between these intrinsic elements make a
drama come true. Conversely, when viewed from our point of view, the elements
of this story will be encountered if we read a drama script. The elements are
meant to name only a part, such as a theme, plot and a figure.
2.2.1.1 Theme
The theme is the idea that underlies the story so that it acts as the base of the
author in exposing the work of fiction that created Themes developed and written
by the author with beautiful language to produce literary or drama. The theme is
the central idea or central thought, the meaning and purpose of the story, the
subject of the literary work, the central idea on which the story is based and can be
the source of the conflicts.
2.2.1.2 Plot
The plot in the drama is not much different from the plot or groove in fictional
prose. In the drama is also familiar with the stages of the plot starting from the
early stages, stages of dissension, stages of complication, the peak stage, stage of
divorce, and the final stage. it means that, it's just that in plays the drama is
divided into rounds and scenes. The round is part of the plot in a drama marked by
a change of setting or background. While, the scene is a round characterized by
changes in the number of characters or discussed.
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2.2.1.3 Figures
Storytellers are fictitious individuals who experience events in various story
events. Stories of the story can be human, animal, other beings like angels,
goddesses, nymphs and embroidered objects. People in literary works have a
character. On the other hand, the presence of different characters causes the
occurrence of events or conflicts that make the story more interesting. Based on
the aspect of the role or the level of importance of the characters in a story can be
divided into two parts. That is central character and peripheral character.
According Nurgiyantoro, People can be classified based on their respective
roles. In terms of involvement in the whole story, the character can be divided into
two, namely the main character and additional characters. The main character is
the preferred character of the storyteller in the novel or the film in question. 20 It
means that, a drama cannot be separated from the role or character so that the
story becomes complete, they complement each other.
Based on the explanation above the writer used the objective approach to
answer formulation of problem from this thesis, because the writer wants to show
what happen in this film.

20
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2.3 Fairy
Fairy is a term often used in folklore, fairy tales and fiction to describe
creatures with supernatural powers, and sometimes interfere in human affairs. The
word elves or fairy has been abused throughout the history of English usage by
the human race. There is the belief that the word elves is a past term, arises after
the medieval period defined as wicked women who possess the power of magic.
In Britain originally the name elf is derived from the word elfish since before the
year, meaning fairy nation. In folklore, this supernatural being is a powerful
race.21
In the film, the fairies is the guardians of the children, call it the guards, those
who will protect the children and also they are very dependent on the trust of the
children. Both of them are interconnect through symbols. When the evil spirits
known as the Pitch the Bogeyman try to dominate the world by creating fear in
children, the eternal Keepers, known as the heroes of children's stories: Jack Frost,
Easter Bunny, Tooth Fairy, Sandman and Santa Claus united for the first time to
protect the hopes, beliefs and imaginations of children around the world.
2.4 Definition of film
According to Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI), the film can be
interpreted in two senses. First, the film is a thin film made of celluloid to place a
negative image (which will be portrayed) or for a positive image area (to be
played in the cinema). Secondly, the film is defined as the story of a living
21
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picture.22 Film is an audio visual communication media to convey messages to
people who are in certain places. Movie messages about mass communication can
take any shape depending on the movie. whether the movie can include various
messages, it educational messages, entertainment and information. The messages
in this film use the mechanisms of symbols that exist in the human mind that
contain messages, sounds, images, speech and conversation. Film the parts of our
everyday life in many ways. Even the way we talk is greatly affected by
metaphorical films. Dr. Phil. Astrid S. Susanto said that: Movies are movements
or more precisely moving images. In Indonesian, formerly known terms of living
images and moving that is the element of giving "life" to a picture.
The film has become a visual audio communications medium that is
familiarly enjoyed by all people from various age ranges and social backgrounds.
The power and capability of film in reaching many social segments, then make the
experts that the film has the potential to influence the audience. The film gives
impact to every audience, be it positive impact or negative impact. Through the
messages contained in it, the film is able to influence and even change and shape
the character of the audience.23
The early film maker uses film material from novels, vaudeville, circuses and
various sources as their movie scenarios. But they also created their own genre
that still influenced the making of the film. In fact, the main purpose of the
original genre was to provide a form of narrative of diversion previously
22
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contained in print fiction. There are 5 most popular genres of world film in each
era, that are :Romance, Drama, Comedy, Animation and Action.24
Of course the genre is not only based on real events, or factual events in
history. Genres can be based on various versions of that history. With the genre of
a movie will look interesting, and complete a per film. In this study, writer got
animated film genre, which is obviously much preferred by the audiences,
animation using graphic images that will produce a unique image. In a movie
there will be elements of education, comedy, lessons for life. The educational
element in the Rise of the Guardian film is how we can do things we have never
imagined before, a courage that suddenly comes to fight fear, and weigh the
positive elements of the film.
A movie have a symbol or a sign that the purpose to complete and make a
movie so it is not boring, with the presence of symbols, the audience will analyze
what the purpose of a symbol, is there related to real life. Usually the symbols that
exist in a movie with the real world is slightly different, of course, in movies it is
just fiction and unreal. Who just wants to make a movie good. Film is a mass
communication media that is very important to communicate about a reality that
occurs in everyday life, Film has a strong reality wrong about telling life. Movies
are moving images. According to Effendi :
“Film is defined as a result of cultural and artistic expression
tools. Film as mass communication is a combination of various
technologies such as photography and sound recordings, fine
arts and theater arts and literary arts architecture and music
art.”25
24
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So, film is an audio visual communication media to convey a message to
groups of people who gathered in a certain place. Movie messages on mass
communication can take any shape depending on the film's mission. However,
generally a movie can include various messages, be it educational messages,
entertainment and information. The message in the movie is to uses the
mechanisms of symbols that exist in the human mind in the form of message
content, voice, speech and conversation.
2.5 Review of Related Research
This research analyzes the symbols used by fairies as seen in Rise of the
Guardians by Peter Ramsey, based on the expthere are several theses related to
this research. First, from English Lorations of researchers, literature Department
Adab and Humanities Faculty Tika Puspitasari The State Institute for Islamic
Studies Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi 2014, with the title “The Mystical
Symbols of Freemasonry used on the USA Government Images as Described in
Dan Brown's Novel; The Lost Symbol”. She used the semiotic theory and used the
archetypal approach and the symbols analyzed are the unfinished pyramid obelisk
symbols, the Jewish star great seal of America. Semiotic theory focused on
analysis the government mystical symbols of freemasonry. and also could found
on the dollar of America its forward the Jewish star, the composition of the star
are from two strangle combined the upright and inverted strangle.26
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In his research with this study, similarly used semiotic theory and used the
focus archetypal approach to analyze the mystical symbols of freemasonry, while
this study focuses on the symbols associated with the elves, which symbols and
children are very influential. This film has been researched by other researcher,
The Second, from English Literature Department Adab and Humanities
Faculty, Abdul Gafur The State Institute for Islamic Studies Sulthan Thaha
Saifuddin Jambi 2015, with the title “The Influences of Freemasonic Symbols on
Spongbob Square Pant’s Cartoon toward Children Mind-set”. He used the
methodological- archetypal approach and used the semiotic theory; this research
focussed the Spongbob Cartoon movie. The writer tries to observe the
freemasonic symbols with three main purposes, first, to find what freemason
symbols appear in the Spongbob square cartoon, secondly to find out how the
freemason symbol affects the mind-set of the child. The third look for the effect of
the symbol on the mind-set of the child. His research focused on the freemason
symbols in the film, by analysed the children who watched Spongbob cartoons
based on their mother's observations.
His research used semiotic theory to observe and searched for freemason
symbols in cartoon SpongeBob, developmental psychology theory applied to find
impact on child's mind-set. His research used the qualitative research.27 In his
researched, he was focussed in the symbols freemason in Spongbob cartoon
movie, while my research focuses in the fairies symbols, and the same uses
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semiotic theory and other similarities are equally an analysis of children's mindset.
Third, this film is also done by Violetta-Eirini, the movie is the same about
fairy tale, she analyzed about The Child and the Fairy Tale: The Psychological
Perspective of Children’s Literature. She has analysed about the magic slippers,
dwarfs, glass coffins, witches who live in the woods, evil stepmothers and
princesses with swan wings, popular stories we’ve all heard and we have all
grown with, repeated time and time again. So, the main aim of is on the
theoretical implications of fairy tales as well as the meaning and importance of
fairy tales on the emotional development of the child. Fairy tales have immense
psychological meaning for children of all ages. They talk to children, they guide
and assist children in coming to grips with issues from real, everyday life28
Four, Japanese Department, Diponegoro University Semarang 2017, Putri,
Amelia Anindya.“Simbol dan Makna dalam Cerpen Shiroi Boushi Karya Aman
Kimiko. The object of this study is a short story entitled Shiroi Boushi. The
method of data collection is library research. This study uses theory of semiotic by
Pierce and hermeneutic reading by Riffatere which used to find symbols and
explain their meaning. The results showed that there are 6 symbols. The symbols
are: mandarin orange, leaf clover, white butterfly, dandelion, soap bubbles, and
ShiroiBoushi. Mandarin oranges and leaf clover is a symbol of good luck. White
butterfly is a symbol of the spirit of someone who has died. Dandelion flower is a
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symbol of the spirit house. Soap bubble is a symbol of hope and prayer. Shiroi
Boushi is a symbol of someone's sister who had died.29
From the preview related research above, third of them analyse the symbols,
the same used theory symbol and also the method is analysing about descriptive
data. Meanwhile, the writer focus to analysis of the fairies symbols in Rise of the
Guardian film, the guardians having a very meritorious symbols for the children.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF THE RESEARCH
3.1 Design of Research
In writing this thesis, the writer used qualitative research that is suitable
with the aim of this research. Qualitative research is method involves the use of
qualitative data, such as documents, interview and observation. Qualitative
research seeks to understand and interpret the meaning of an interaction event of
human behaviour in certain situations from the perspective of the research itself,
research that uses qualitative research aims to understand the object studied in
depth, a tool for collecting data or research instruments in qualitative methods is
the researcher himself.30 In Jhon Creswell’s digital book explained:
Qualitative research is a mean for exploring and understanding
the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human
problem. The process of research involves emerging questions
and procedures…..31
From the quote above qualitative research is a method to explore and to
understand of the meaning which is for some individual or a group people
mentions come from social or humanity problem. Qualitative research is a study
about to describe and analyse the concept, phenomena, behaviour, belief,
perception and all things the human is been researched. 32 Data collection method
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in include from documentation, documentation studies and observation. In
Sugiyono’s book explained that:
“The qualitative research method is the research method used to
examine the condition of natural objects, (as opposed to
experiment) where the researcher is as the key instrument, the
data collection technique is done in triangulation, the data
analysis is inductive, and the qualitative research results
emphasize the meaning from generalization.33
Qualitative researches, which is a way of analysing the results of research
that produce descriptive data, descriptive research is research that aims make
description about the situation or events. So, descriptive study to make a factual,
systematic and accurate about the facts that occurred at an event, where the
writer’s make a description of an actual thing by using descriptive method.
So, the average qualitative research is the study of exact data, the actual data
is actual data that occurs like that, not only the data seen, oral, but the data that
contains the meaning behind it seen and oral. The writer of qualitative data
collection with descriptive data is means data in the form of photos, documents,
video, dialogue and notes when the research is done.
3.2 Source of Data
The primary data is the main source that is used in this research, the main
source of this research is film, Rise of the Guardians. It is by Peter Ramsey. The
film was released in 2012 in USA. Retrieved in layarkaca21.com.

33
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3.3 Technique of Data Collection
In this research the writer uses documentation technique to get the data of the
research. The documentation often is defined as books and picture. On the other
hand, the other documentation is literary works like novel and film.
Documentation is meant here is to collect the data from sources that can be books,
interview and articles. The writer uses the internet to get the data in the form of a
film entitled the Rise of the guardians. The Rise of the Guardians film was
downloaded on September 02, 2017. Hartinis stated in her book, as follow: cara
dan mengumpulkan data secara benar merupakan kegiatan menentukan metode
pengumpulan data.34 Based on those statement above the writer conclude that
how important the way of the data collection in research because the result of a
research is according to the data that collected.
There are some steps of the technique the data collection that have done by
the writer in this research, the writer then watched the film and focuses on the
case shown by Peter Ramsey. At the first time, the writer only focuses looking for
the symbols in film that can be seen directly such as guardians. Hence, the writer
discovers some symbols in Rise of the Guardians film. During the second time
watching, the writer focus on the effect of the symbols from the Guardians, the
writer got the data from the pictures that occur in Guardians symbols, not the only
picture the writer also got some dialogues which is also from the symbols. The
writer watched the film again, the writer continues to play the movie to ensure
where the images and conversation that will be in the analysis. Hence, the writer
34
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preparing a notebook that is used to record what the writer got when watched the
film. Next, the writer repeat watched, this time, the writer focused on a scene that
showed a fairies symbols and the scene was captured into pictures. In this stage
the writer got some pictures data related to symbols, there are five symbols the
writer got. Among others are eggs, snow, sand, magic wand and the tooth. That is
the symbol that represents the belief of the children against the guardians. From
this steps the data technique, the writer got the data in form of pictures and
dialogues, where all the data obtained from the process of watching is done
repeatedly and focus. Therefore, the writer can continue this analysis.
3.4 Technique of Data Analysis
To answer the problem of this research, technique of data analysis used to
answer the formulation of the problem that have make before, after collect the
data, that processed in order to get information and help to understand the data.
the writer uses a technique of data analysis. In line with this statement. The writer
uses qualitative research. According to Nyoman Kutha Ratna:
“Isi dalam metode analisis terdiri dari atas dua macam yaitu isi
laten dan komunikasi. Isi laten adalah isi yang terkandung
dalam document dan naskah, sedangkan isi komunikasi adalah
pesan yang terkandung sebagai komunikasi yang terjadi. Isi
laten adalah isi sebagai mana dimaksudkan oleh penulis
sedangkan isi komunikasi adalah sebagaimana terwujud dalam
hubungan naskah dengan konsumen.”35
The writer’s uses documentation technique descriptive analysis because this
research is descriptive. It is way the writer describe analyzes the data that has been
obtained from the main source in Rise of Guardian movie to find answer the
35
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formulation of the problems that have been formulated. The steps of technique of
data analysis are: The writer identifies all the data needed in the study based on
the problem. In this case, the writer wants to classify the meaning of fairies
symbols as seen in Rise of The Guardian and from all the data needed to answer
the problems of number one, two and three. In analyzing data that has been
collected, detailed and already classified based on data needs and problems.
After the finding the problem and correctly the data, the writer focuses on
the data on by one. The data is analyzed by describing the data to answers the
problem that occurs, the writer uses theory symbol. It will look at how the fairies
symbols mean to the children in the movie Rise of the Guardians. Finally, the
writer make conclusion about the fairies symbol a good arrangement for the thesis
as the last in of the research.

CHAPTER IV
FINDING OF THE RESEARCH
4.1 The kinds of symbols used by fairies as seen in Rise of the Guardians by
Peter Ramsey.
After collecting and classifying the data, the writer found some of symbols
in this film that used by the fairies. Hence, the writer used theory symbol by
Pierce to answer the problem of formulation. Conventional symbol was one of the
kinds of symbol by Pierce that the writer used to answer the problem formulation.
Because from this film there are so many symbol about colour, nature and weather
also season time that fairy used in each scenes.
4.1.1

Colour Symbol

a) Red
Pierce said, the colour of red had meaning immortal; the color of the principle
life, blood, passion, emotion, danger or daring.36 Based on the statement, the
writer found the same meaning of red colour from North, one of the fairies in this
film.
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(Picture: 1)
North

(Picture:2)

: that is my center, it is what I was born with. Eyes that
have always seen the wonder of everything! Eyes that see
light in the trees and magic in the air. This wonder this I
what put into the world! And what I protect in children. It is
what makes a me Guardian. It is my center! What is
yours?37

From the picture and dialogues above, this scenes told about the symbol of
North to world. The North invited Jack Frost into his workspace, Jack then look
around of North workspace, and then, North told to Jack about his life how he
first become a guardian also what the core of him was. With the power of magic
also makes the wonder of the world to protect the children also make the children
happy during Christmas, that's the symbol of North.
b) Green:
According to Pierce, the colour of green had meaning inexperience, hope; new
life, immaturity; a combination of blue and yellow, it mediates between heat and
cold and high and low; it is a comforting, refreshing human color; it is the of plant
life.38 Based on the statement, the writer found the same meaning of green colour
from tooth fairy, one of the fairies in this film. It is contained in the picture and
quotation below.
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(Picture:3)
Tooth fairy
Jack
Tooth fairy

(Picture:4)

: This was always the part I liked most. Seeing the children.
Why did I ever stop doing this?
: its little different up close , huh?
: thanks for being here, Jack. I wish I’d know about your
memory. I could helped you.39

It meant that, from pictures and the dialogues above talk about one of fairies
or guardians, she is really liked to children if she look the children she felt happy.
Hence, every night she took the children tooth, she exchanged children tooth also
left a coin under their pillow because she hoped that the children would always be
happy.
c) Black
This symbol means a fear, according to Pierce, the colour of black had
meaning seen as a cold and negative aspect suggesting passivity, death, ignorance,
or evil. Power, formality, mystery, fear and sadness.40 Based on the statement, the
writer found the same meaning of black colour from Pitch black also sand, one of
the fairies in this film, he brought nightmares to children. It is contained in the
pictures below.

(Picture:5) 41
39
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From the picture above the illustrated the symbol of fear, sadness and
nightmare, Pitch is one of the evil fairies because he will destroy the happiness of
other guardians, like North, Jack, Bunny, Sandman also tooth fairy. On the other
hand, the picture above illustrates that the black horse will be ready to obey the
Pitch's orders that destroy the Guardian, giving darkness and fear to anyone. The
first time he came to show himself by covering the North's globe, the light
diminished. North already feel the chaos with his coming Pitch or Bogyman. It
can be seen from the picture and dialog below.

(Picture: 7)
North (cont'd)

(Picture:8)

: The boogie man was here - at the pole.

Tooth(shocked) : Pitch? Pitch black? Here?!
North

: Yes! There was black sand covering the globe.

Bunny(confused): What, what...what do you mean black sand?
North
: And then a shadow!
Bunnymund
: Hold on, hold on, i thought you said you saw pitch.
North
: Well, ah, not exactly...
Bunny
: Not exactly? Can you believe this guy?
Bunny
: Yeah, you said it, sandy
North
: Look, he is up to something very bad. I feel it, in my
belly.44
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Base on the film, the pictures and dialogues above explains that a bad sign
will happen with the arrival of Pitch Black, he will rule the world and make
nightmares for the children, the only one who can beat the Pitch is Jack frost and
Jamie's courage. The symbol of black sand is the power of the Pitch. It is viewed
from pictures and dialogs when it hurt Sandman.

(Picture: 9)

(Picture: 10)

(Picture: 11)
Jack

: We’ve got help Sandy!

Jack

: No!

North

: Jack

Pitch

: Don’t fight the fear little man!

North

: Hurry, Hurry Jack

Pitch

: I’d say “sweet dreams” but there aren’t any left.

North

: No.

Jack

: No.45

From the pictures and dialogues above explains the struggle between the
Guardian and the Pitch who want to destroy Sandman, Sandy and Pitch fight each
other's strength, Pitch wants to change children's beliefs by destroying sandy, this
45
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way is very influential for children to trust the Guardian, sandy is a symbol of
tranquillity and Pitch managed to destroy Sandy for a while.
d) White
According to Pierce, the colour of white had meaning Innocence, life, light,
purity or enlightenment.46 Based on the statement, the writer found the same
meaning of white colour from Eggs also the tooth, one of the fairies in this film.

(Pictures: 12)

(Pictures: 13)

Sophie : Weeeeee!
Bunny : Woooohoooo!
Bunny : Alright troops, it's time to push back. That mean eggs!
Everywhere!
North : Single file!
Bunny : Heaps of you in every high-rise, farm house and trailer park!
Bunny : In tennis shoes and cereal bowls!
Bunny : Oh, there will be bathtubs filled with my beautiful googies!47
From the picture and dialogues above how happy when Easter will arrive.
Distributing eggs on Easter is a symbol to celebrate the coming of spring, also
because eggs give an idea of a new life. In addition there is a very practical reason
to make eggs as a special sign of Easter, that is because the egg was one of the
abstinence food during Lent. Christians from the beginning have colored Easter
eggs in bright colors, asking for blessings upon them, eating them, and giving
them to friends and companions as Easter gifts. The Easter eggs are usually shared
46
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with the children as Easter presents with other gifts. It is contained in the picture
and dialog below.

(Pictures: 14)

(Pictures: 15)

British kids
(walla)

: There are no eggs. There's none anywhere. I give
up. Come on, let's go. I don't understand.
British girl
: May be he just hid them really well this year.
Bunny (o.s.)
: Kids! Oi!
British boy
: I checked everywhere! There's nothing!
Bunny
: (Steps towards them) yes there is! There is! I mean
these aren't my best lookin' googies, but they'll do in a pinch!
British girl
: I can't believe it.
Bunny
: I know.
British girl
: There's no such thing as the Easter bunny.
Bunny
: What?
Walla
: Easter's over. Forget this.
Bunny
: No! Wrong! Not, true! I'm right in front of ya, mate!
(walla)
: Now come on. I don't understand. Why wouldn't he
come? Let's get out of here. Easter bunny, where are
you? This is the worst easter ever.
Bunny
: They don't see me.48
It means that, from the pictures and dialogue above is the disappointment
of Bunnyman because the children do not believe in him anymore, before spring
day comes he has prepared Easter eggs to be distributed to the children. The
Easter egg symbol is a sign that Bunnyman is real, but Pitch Black destroys
Bunnyman hopes by destroying all of his eggs. It proves the relationship between
Bunnyman and children is very close and need each other.
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On the other hand, the colour of white had meaning Innocence, life, light,
purity or enlightenment. Based on the statement, the writer found the same
meaning of white colour from the tooth. The function of the tooth is not only
limited to tooth but in the film it about memorise of human life. It is contained in
the prictures and quotation below:

(Pictures:16)

(Pictures: 17)

Pitch

: Well that's all about to change.

Pitch

: Oh look, it's happening already.

Jack

: What is?

Pitch

: Children are waking up and realizing the Tooth Fairy never
came.

Pitch

: I mean such a little thing, but to a child.

Jack

: What's going on?

Tooth
Pitch

: They, they don't believe in me anymore.
: Didn't they tell you, Jack? It's great being a Guardian – but
there's a catch. If enough kids stop believing, everything your
friends protect - wonder, hopes and dreams - it all goes away.
And little by little, so do them.
Pitch : No Christmas, or Easter, or little fairies that come in the
night. There will be nothing. But fear and darkness and me!
It's your turn not to be believed in!49
From the picture and dialogues above tells that Picth is not happy with the
Guardians, he steals all the little fairies along with the teeth (memory). He is very
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happy if the fear haunts the children, the darkness is on him. Black is a symbol of
Darkness that includes evil people, haunting and lacking the hearts of humanity.
Tooth fairy hope is very little, she is afraid of losing child's confidence to herself.
What is known to be the dentist's duty to grab a tooth then leave the prize. Fairy
tooth is getting restless because of Picth. The Guardians show Jack something,
why teeth are so important to save, as in the picture and dialoq below.

(Pictures:18)

(Pictures:19)

Jack

: I'm sorry, about the fairies.

Tooth

: You should've seen them. They put up such a fight.

Jack

: Why would pitch take the teeth?

Tooth

: It's not the teeth he wanted. It's the memories inside them.

Jack

: What do you mean? Tooth : That's why we collect the teeth,
jack. They hold the most important memories of childhood.

Tooth(cont'd): My fairies and i watch over them and when someone
needs to remember what's important, we help them.
Tooth (cont'd): We had everyone's here. Yours too.
Jack

: My memories?

Tooth

: From when you were young, before you became Jack Frost.50
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From the picture and dialogues above it appears that the tooth fairy takes the
teeth, the teeth is a symbol associated with the tooth fairy. In the tooth is stored all
the memories of the past that will not come back again, the fairies save the teeth
with great care. This symbol represents a memory that continues to be preserved,
the author of the teller through the story of Jack Frost who originally was a human
and tooth tooth store memories through a tooth symbol, of course this work is
something that has long been done and takes no time to collect all the memories.
Not just memory, teeth are a symbol of fairy tooth strength and the Guardians can
survive on what children believe, when the lost trust of the Guardians will
weaken. it is seen from the pictures and quotations below.

(Picture: 20)

(Picture: 21)

(Picture: 22)
Tooth : Wow! You guys collect teeth and leave gifts as fast as my fairies
Tooth (cont'd): you guys have been leaving gifts,
right?
A series of close shots, very fast
- Baby tooth puts a coin under a pillow.
- Now Jack puts a coin under a pillow.
- North's hand pulls a tooth from under a pillow. He replaces it pair
of candy canes and a few coins.
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- Bunny stomps his feet and falls through a rabbit hole to reveal a
pair of easter eggs stop a child's bed.
- Sandy walks through a doggy door with a coin in his hand. In
shock, he sees north laughing while arranging Christmas
decorations in the child's bedroom.51
From the dialogues saw from the Guardians how are very excited about
collecting teeth and giving gifts to the children’s express their happy feelings, of
course this work is something fun done because does not want to lose confidence
of children to tooth fairy. Jack is exposed because of the black Pitch that gives the
teeth to Jack; it can be seen from the picture below.

(Pictures: 23)

(Pictures: 24)52

From the pictures above tells that Jack's memory is back and can see the
past he has, a life filled with happiness after what he sees in his memory he
realizes why he was chosen to be the Guardians. These symbols unite between the
Guardians and the Childrens. The symbol in the film is a communication between
human and fairy. Thus, the meaning of a tooth symbol is a storehouse of stored
memory and a sign that indicates a tooth fairy in the Rise of the Gaurdians film
that each other needs each other.

51
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4.1.2

Nature Symbol
4.1.2.1 Season
a) Easter season
The writer found some the kinds of symbol season that used by the fairies

as seen in Rise of the Guardians cartoon movie by Peter Ramsey. According to
Pierce, the nature of Easter season had meaning rebirth and enlightenment.53
Based on the statement, the writer found the meaning of Easter season from this
film.

(Pictures: 25)

(Pictures:26)

Bunny

: that’s a beauty ! now all we got to do is get him and his
little mates. Throught the tannels to do the top and we’ll
ourselves Easter.

Jack

: Not bad

Bunny

: Not bad yourself

Jack

: Look I sorry about the whole you know the kangaro thing

Bunny

: it’s the accent, isn’t it?54

From the pictures and quotation above shows the easter season is symbol
that describes the started new a life. Rebirth is new life and make the children
happy with the Easter Day. As in the dialogue above between Jack and Bunnny

53
54
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who do not get along with each other, but, the came of the Easter season they are
friendly and started a new life or day.
b) Gold
In this case, the writer found some symbol used by fairies as seen in Rise
of the Guardian. The meaning of gold is the perfect metal; a reflection of heavenly
light; it suggest the sun-fertility, majesty, wealth, dominion; it is male principle by
Pierce55. It means that, the symbol is the power of Sandman for make beautiful
dreams for children. Saw the picture below:

(Pictures: 27)56
From the picture above explains the night Sandy by spreading the sand
that will make the dreams of children so beautiful. Just like this movie, the gold
sand symbolizes a good hope for the childrens soul which is the embodiment of
Sandman. As saw in the picture below.

(Pictures: 28)
55

(Pictures: 29)57
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From the picture above explains that all humans want to have a beautiful
dream and sleep comfortably, visible from this film, the Sandman brings out his
magical powers that will keep the children to sleep away from the fear of Pitch
Black. It was not easy for Pitch to accept what he was experiencing at the time, he
tried to turn a beautiful dream into a fear, this can be seen from the picture and
conversation Pitch Black below.

(Picture: 30)
Pitch
Pitch

Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch

: Ohhhh, I thought i heard the clippity-clop of a unicorn. What an
adorable dream!
: (leans down to cupcake) and look. At. Her. Precious child. So
sweet, so full of hopea and wonder. Why, there's only one thing
missing...a touch of fear.
: Hahaha! That never gets old!
: Feel your fear. Come on. Come on, that's right.
: Yesss. What a pretty little nightmare.
: Now, I want you to go tell the others the wait is over.
: Don't look at me like that, old friend. You must have known this
day would come. My nightmares are finally ready. Are your
guardians?58

From the picture and conversation above show that if someone feels
alienated then he will do what he thinks right like this movie, Pitch who feel in
foreign so he made a war by making fear to children. The philosophy of playing
gold-colored sand is to create pleasure, joy, and peace for yourself and even
others. It is also implied on the nature of Sandman who is always cheerful and
57
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smiling under any circumstances even though he cannot speak likes any other
Guardian.
4.1.3

Weather Symbol
a) Snow
According to Pierce, the weather of snow had meaning blanket which

obscures, covers or even smothers.59 Based on the statement, the writer found the
meaning of eather snow from Jack Frost, one of the fairies in this film. In this
movie itself, snow that can be controlled by Jack Frost symbolizes something pure
and carries a positive aura, is means about obscures is snow in the form of flakes
that do not overlap like snow in general. the snow is white, so snow will bring
something positive to the children, bringing peace as when Jack Frost played
snow with the children. It is contained in the picture and dialog below.

(Pictures: 31)

(Pictures:32)

Cupcake : Grrrrrrrrrrrr...
Pippa

: Crud, I hit Cupcake.

Monty : She hit Cupcake.
Claude : You hit Cupcake?
Claude : Oh!
Caleb
59

: Did you throw that?
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Monty : No.
Pippa

:Wasn't me.60

The above pictures and dialogues make it clear that when Capcake's eyes hit
people's snowball in fear because Capcake was a very grumpy person. Then,
BOOF! Jack hits Cupcake with a magical snowball, and the first time Capcake
laughs and plays with Jamie's friends. That is symbol meaning of the snow. When
the Guardians into Easter Bunny underground are full of Easter eggs, they are
shocked by the Shopie, the Shopie is very happy. It is contained in the pictures
and dialog below.

60
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(Picture: 33)

(Picture:34)

(Picture:35)
Jack
Sophie
North
Jack
Sophie
Bunny
Sophie
Bunny
North

: Blood and gums? When was the last time you guys actually hung
out with kids?
: Peek-a-boo.
: We are very busy bringing joy to children! We don't have time...
: If one little kid can ruin Easter, then...we're in worse shape
than I thought.
: Weeee! Weee, weee, weee!
: You wanna paint some eggs? Yeah?
: Okay!
: Come on then!
: Rimsky Korsakov! That's a lot of eggs.61

The pictures and quotation above talk about Shopie styade at
Bunnymund place, Jack has the initiative to make Bunny Easter like Shopie, by
the way, The snowflake lands on Bunny's nose and his concerns suddenly seem to
slip away. Jack's magic is taking affect. Sophie follows the snowflake as Jack
leads it over to Bunny. Snowflake symbolizes the hope that Bunny and Shopie can
played.
Hence, finally the some conventional symbol can be concluded that the
meaning of symbols related to the fairies representing the whole story in this film
61
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is to protect the children because it is they are equally have the duty to give
happiness, miracles and hope to all the children on this earth. Hence, they are
touted as "Guardians". The part of symbols were colour, nature, season and
weather.
4.2 The Fairies Symbol Close to the Children.
In this case, the writer would like to shown that how the fairies symbol close
to children in movie. On the other hand, the writer found the reason about it.
Hence the writer used objective approach to answer this formulation. Based on the
film, the fairies symbols close to children related with something that believed.

(Pictures:36)

(Pictures:37)

Thooth : Jack, I don’t think you understand what it is we do, each of
those lights is a child, a child who believes!
North

: and good or bad, naughty or nice, we protect them!62

The light of question is the source of fairies life, the power for the tooth
fairy, Santa Claus, Easter Bunny, Sandman. If children believe in tooth fairies,
Easter eggs through their symbols then the light will always shine. They are
harassed by the arrival of the Pitch that brought nightmares to children all over

62
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the world, the tooth symbol meaning declaring the tooth fairy real, as in the
dialogues as below.

Pitch

: It’s happening already!

Jack

: What is?

Pitch

: The childrens are waking up and realizing the tooth fairy never
came. I mean such and litte thing. But to a child…

Jack

: What going on?

Tooth

: They… they don’t believe in me anymore.

Pitch

: Did’t they tell you, Jack? Its greats being Guardians. But
there’s catch. Its enough kids stop believing, everything you
friends protect them. Wonder, hope and dreams, it all goes
away. And so little by litte, go do they. No chrismast and easter
or little fairies that come in the night. There will be nothing but
fear and darkness. And me, it’s your trun not to be believed
in.63

The Tooth Fairy's Palace was attacked by Bogeyman and his troops. All
baby fairies in charge of take the children's teeth are all kidnapped. All the
children's teeth kept in the palace disappeared by the Pitch. Meanwhile, the
abduction of Baby Fairy certainly affected the children. Children around the world
feel disappointed, because when they wake up in the morning to find their teeth
are still under the pillow that means the tooth is not coming. In order to keep the
child's confidence, The Guardians soon spread around the world collecting
children's teeth and leaving presents under their pillows. Nightmares also attack
children's sleep.

63
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Pitch has mastered the children with his nightmares; Sandy lost the battle
and no more beautiful dreams. There is one chance they can improve the trust of
the children. Easter celebration, the children are waiting for Easter day, The
Guardians immediately prepare the eggs for the Easter celebration as hard as
possible, the children who look for Easter eggs when the day of celebration arrived
was disappointed to find no eggs. The trust of the children is gone. They no longer
believe in Easter Bunny. The Guardians, excepting Jack Frost, lose power, as the
children lose confidence in them. Even Easter Bunny turns into a weak little rabbit
because it loses all its strength. Once the importance of their children, they are so
sad that children do not trust them anymore. Such is the way of communication
between guardians and the children of the earth through symbols relating to the
guardians. This is shown in the picture below.

(Picture: 38)64
Unexpectedly, from the picture above explains there is one more child still
believes in the existence of them all. Jamie's name. Jack Frost was soon heading
for Jamie's house. Upon arriving at Jamie's house, Jamie was also in a precarious
atmosphere, almost no longer believed in his idol's figures. Jack did not lose his
mind either. Through the window, she told her whereabouts. He brought snow in
Jamie's room. Jamie shouted with joy, and she shouted Jack Frost's name. Because
64
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he believes that Jack Frost is there, then Jack is seen by Jamie. He and Jamie also
agreed to summon all of Jamie's friends, restoring their belief in the existence of
The Guardians. Success! Jamie's friends came back to believe, and they all could
see the figure of Jack Frost.
Jack, Jamie and his friends gathered against Bogeyman. Unite they beat
Bogeyman. Miraculously, The Sandman reappears, Bogeyman is defeated, and the
boys come back to believe in the existence of Santa Claus, Tooth Fairy, The
Sandman, Easter Bunny, and Jack Frost of course. Based on the film, the core of
all symbols used by fairies is to establish communication between children. Hence,
a very influential believed to fairies life.
4.3 The Effect of Symbol to Children as seen in Rise of the Guardians
movie.
In the last series by Peter Ramsey film Rise of the Guardians, the writer
found also pictures and dialogues about the effect symbol used by fairies to
children. It the first pictures in taken from Jack and Jamie, this scene when Jamie
falled then assisted by jack by through symbol that is snow.
4.3.1

The snow symbol gives happiness effect to the children.

In this scenes showed the effect of snow toward to children when their
played together. The pictures as below:
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(Pictures: 39)65

(Pictures:40)

From the objective approach which is only describes the meaning of the
symbol or effect of the symbol for children. It means that, from pictures above
Jamie also his friend enjoy the game that Jack started as a snowman by threw
snow at Jamie. The second pictures shown that the effect of the symbol to Jamie.
There has been an accident on the street, despite, he enjoyed the accident because
it is helped by Jack with a symbol of snow. Hence, they laughed happily. Even
though, they did not know who was started the game. In film the snow created the
a purity.
4.3.2

The tooth symbol give happiness, hope and gift effect to children

The writer also used the objective approach to analyse this film. In this
film, the symbol gives some effect to children, the first, gives the effect to the
children and makes them believe that the tooth fairy is real to take the tooth under
the pillow and then replaced with some gift. It is contained in the pictures also
dialogues below.
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(Pictures:41)66

(Pictures:42)67

(Pictures:43)
Jamie : Cool! A tooth
Walla : Dude, that means cash! Tooth Fairy cash! I love the Tppth fairy!
Jack

: No no…

Walla : That’s totally awesome, you lucky bug! Lucky!.
The pictures above at the night they await the arrival of a tooth fairy to
take their tooth under the pillow, and also, seen in the dialogues above, Jamie look
happy when his tooth slip off, and then, he rush home to wait for nightfall he also
talk all that happened that day to his sister. He hopes the arrival of a tooth fairy to
grab his teeth, hence, replaced with a gift. the meaning of the snow symbol is a
happiness for children because they got a reward from the fairy tooth.
3.2.3 The Eggs symbol gives effect to children when Easter day came.
From above, the children are waiting for Easter day. The dialogues as
below:
66
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Jamie

: Guys, wait up! Are you guys caming to the egg hunt
Sunday!

Bristis boy

: Yeah! Free candy! I hope we can find the eggs with all
this snow!68

Before the Easter day come, it is described in conversation between Jamie
and British boy. The story is when the Easter day came, from the dialogues above
has indicated that children are waiting for Easter day is symbolized by the
existence of Easter eggs and candy. So, the eggs symbol that can make the
children cheerful, they got some candy and other gift.
3.2.4 The Sand symbol gives Beautiful dream and bad dream effect for
children
In this film, the sand is divided into two types that used by Guardians,
Gold sand from Sandman, Gold sand is beautiful dream to children. On the other
hand, the black sand from Pitch black, black sand is nightmare to children. Colour
is part of the conventional symbol. Hence, this symbol has two effects to children.
3.2.4.1 Beautiful dream

(Picture: 44) 69

68

(Picture: 45)70
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(Pictures: 46)
From the pictures above show the children want to have a beautiful dream
and sleep comfortably, visible from this film, the Sandman brings out his magical
powers that will keep the childrent sleep away from the fear. Hence, the children
was fun can be different from the sand that resembles the shape of animals, such
as fish also dinosaurs. It was not easy for Pitch to accept what he was experience
at the time, he tried to turn a beautiful dream into a fear to children.
3.2.4.2 Nightmare

(Pictures: 47)
Pitch
Pitch

Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch

71

: Ohhhh, I thought i heard the clippity-clop of a unicorn. What an
adorable dream!
: (leans down to cupcake) and look. At. Her. Precious child. So
sweet, so full of hopea and wonder. Why, there's only one thing
missing...a touch of fear.
: Hahaha! That never gets old!
: Feel your fear. Come on. Come on, that's right.
: Yesss. What a pretty little nightmare.
: Now, I want you to go tell the others the wait is over.
: Don't look at me like that, old friend. You must have known this
day would come. My nightmares are finally ready. Are your
guardians?71
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From the pictures and dialogues above show that Pitch is feel in foreign,
so he made fear to children. He touched the sand became to black sand or
nightmare, the first time he came to show himself by covering the North's globe,
the light diminished. North already feel the chaos with his coming Pitch or
Boogyman. It can be seen from the picture and dialog below.

(Picture: 48)
North (cont'd)

: The boogie man was here - at the pole.

Tooth(shocked) : Pitch? Pitch black? Here?!
North

: Yes! There was black sand covering the globe.

Bunny(confused): What, what...what do you mean black sand?
North
: And then a shadow!
Bunnymund
: Hold on, hold on, i thought you said you saw pitch.
North
: Well, ah, not exactly...
Bunny
: Not exactly? Can you believe this guy?
Bunny
: Yeah, you said it, sandy
North
: Look, he is up to something very bad. I feel it, in my
belly.72
The pictures explained that a bad sign will happen with the arrival of Pitch
Black, he will rule the world and make nightmares for the children, and the only
one who can beat the Pitch is Jack Frost and Jamie's courage. The symbol of black
sand is the power of the Pitch. It is viewed from pictures and dialogs when it hurt
Sandman.
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(Picture: 49)

(Picture:50)

(Picture: 51)
Jack

: We’ve got help Sandy!

Jack

: No!

North

: Jack

Pitch

: Don’t fight the fear little man!

North

: Hurry, Hurry Jack

Pitch

: I’d say “sweet dreams” but there aren’t any left.

North

: No.

Jack

: No.73

Based on the pictures and the above dialogues explained the struggle between
the Guardian and the Pitch who want to destroy Sandman, Sandy and Pitch fight
each other's strength, Pitch wants to change children's beliefs by destroying sandy,
this way is very influential for children to trust the Guardian, sandy is a symbol of
tranquility and Pitch managed to destroy Sandy for a while.
So, Based on the story, it can be concluded that the meaning of symbols used
by the fairies or guardians. Rrepresent the whole story in this film is to protect the
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children, because of that, they equally have the duty to give happiness, miracles,
and hope to all the children on this earth . And so they are touted as "Guardians".
The guardian of each child from something capable of make them moodless,
"fear." And that will be the main enemy here, where a man named "Pitch" (Jude
Law), he will become a Boogeyman who suddenly wants to return to give the
greatest fear to all children as in the past-before the advent of the guardians.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
5.1 Conclusion
After analyzing the film Rise of the Guardians by Peter Ramsey. The
writer concluded there are some symbols used by the fairies in film. The writer
found about symbols used by fairies. The kinds of symbol used by fairies as seen
in Rise of the Guardians by Peter Ramsey. There are: Colour symbol(Red,
Green,Black), nature symbol(Season and Gold) and Weather symbol( Snow). This
is the symbol contained in the movie The Fairies Symbol Close to the Children.
The fairies symbol close to children related with something that believed. Based
on the film, the fairies life depends on what is believed by the children. On the
other hand, the way of fairies to communication with children is through symbols
such as symbols when tooth fairy took the teeth under a pillow or an Easter egg
that symbolizes the existence of the Easter rabbit. If the children do not believe
again then the guardian will weaken. And the effect of the symbols used by the
fairies are the guardians toward the children in the movie. For example the
character of Jack that used snow symbol, then the snow give the positive effect
such as the children happy with the snow.
5.2 Suggestion
In the end of this paper, the writer would like to give some suggestions as
follows:

56
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1. Watching movie are interesting and having many function. It’s entertains
and people can get many benefit to educate the Children. Because in the
movie shows some symbols that are the paths of communication of the
guardians to the children connected through the symbols.
2. Watching movies also provide new knowledge for the things that unknown
before. Since most movies are made based on experience, folklore, and
science that existed or being developed.
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APPENDIX I
4.1 The Kinds of Symbols used by Fairies as seen in Rise of the Guardians by
Peter Ramsey.
PICTURES
Red colour

Green colour

DIALOGUES

DURATION

North : that is my
center, it is what I was
born with. Eyes that have
always seen the wonder
of everything! Eyes that
see light in the trees and
magic in the air. This
wonder this I what put
into the world! And what
I protect in children. It is
what makes a me
Guardian. It is my center!
What is yours?

Duration
{26:26 26:50}

Tooth fairy: This was
always the part I liked
most.
Seeing
the
children. Why did I ever
stop doing this?
Jack: its little different up
close , huh?
Tooth fairy: thanks for
being here, Jack. I wish
I’d know about your
memory. I could helped
you.

Duration
{39:36 40:02}
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Black colour

Duration
{39:09 39:24}

North (cont'd): The
boogie man was here at the pole.
Tooth(shocked)
:
Pitch?
Pitch
black?
Here?!
North: Yes! There was
black sand covering the
globe.
Bunny(confused): What,
what...what do you mean
black sand?
North: And then a
shadow!
Bunnymund
: Hold
on, hold on, i thought
you said you saw pitch.
North: Well, ah, not
exactly...
Bunny: Not exactly? Can
you believe this guy?
Bunny: Yeah, you said it,
sandy
North : Look, he is up to
something very bad. I
feel it, in my belly

Duration
[07:48

08:08]
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Jack : We’ve got help
Sandy!
Jack : No!
North : Jack
Pitch : Don’t fight the
fear little man!
North : Hurry, Hurry
Jack
Pitch : I’d say “sweet
dreams” but there aren’t
any left.
North : No.
Jack

Duration
[46:13 46:50]

: No

White colour
Sophie : Weeeeee!
Bunny : Woooohoooo!
Bunny : Alright troops,
it's time to push back.
That
mean
eggs!
Everywhere!
North : Single file!
Bunny : Heaps of you in
every high-rise, farm
house and trailer park!
Bunny : In tennis shoes
and cereal bowls!
Bunny : Oh, there will be
bathtubs filled with my
beautiful googies!
British kids
(walla)
: There
are no eggs. There's none
anywhere. I give up.
Come on, let's go. I don't
understand.

Duration
[52;12 52:27]
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British girl
: May be he just
hid them really well this
Duration
year.
[58:09
59:38]
Bunny (o.s.) : Kids!
Oi!
British boy
: I
checked everywhere!
There's nothing!
Bunny : (Steps towards
them) yes there is! There
is! I mean these aren't my
best lookin' googies, but
they'll do in a pinch!
British girl : I can't
believe it.
Bunny : I know.
British girl: There's no
such thing as the Easter
bunny.
Bunny : What?
Walla : Easter's over.
Forget this.
Bunny : No! Wrong!
Not, true! I'm right in
front of ya, mate!
(walla) : Now come on. I
don't understand. Why
wouldn't he come? Let's
get out of here. Easter
bunny, where are you?
This is the worst easter
ever.
Bunny : They don't see
me
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Pitch : Well that's all
about to change.
Pitch : Oh look, it's
happening already.
Jack : What is?
Pitch : Children are
waking up and realizing
the Tooth Fairy never
came.
Pitch : I mean such a
little thing, but to a child.
Jack : What's going
on?
Duration
Tooth : They, they don't [32:55 33:52]
believe in me anymore.
Pitch : Didn't they tell
you, Jack? It's great
being a Guardian – but
there's a catch. If enough
kids
stop
believing,
everything your friends
protect - wonder, hopes
and dreams - it all goes
away. And little by little,
so do them.
Pitch : No Christmas,
or Easter, or little fairies
that come in the night.
There will be nothing.
But fear and darkness
and me! It's your turn not
to be believed in!
Jack : I'm sorry, about
the fairies.
Tooth : You should've
seen them. They put up
such a fight.
Jack : Why would
Duration
pitch take the teeth?
[
34:21
34:42]
Tooth : It's not the teeth
he wanted. It's the
memories inside them.
Jack : What do you
mean?
Tooth : That's why we
collect the teeth, jack.
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They hold the most
important memories of
childhood.
Tooth(cont'd): My fairies
and i watch over them
and when someone needs
to remember what's
important, we help them.
Tooth (cont'd): We had
everyone's here. Yours
too.
Jack : My memories?
Tooth : From when you
were young, before you
became Jack Frost
Tooth : Wow! You guys
collect teeth and leave
gifts as fast as my fairies
Tooth (cont'd): you guys
have been leaving gifts,
right?
A series of close shots,
Duration
very fast
[38:23 38:49]
- Baby tooth puts a coin
under a pillow.
- Now Jack puts a coin
under a pillow.
- North's hand pulls a
tooth from under a
pillow. He replaces it
pair of candy canes and a
few coins.
- Bunny stomps his feet
and falls through a rabbit
hole to reveal a pair of
easter eggs atop a child's
bed.
- Sandy walks through a
doggy door with a coin in
his hand. In shock, he
sees north laughing while
arranging
Christmas
decorations in the child's
bedroom
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Duration
[01:03:51 01:05:
43]

Easter Season

Gold

Bunny : that’s a beauty !
now all we got to do is
get him and his little
mates. Throught the
tannels to do the top and
we’ll ourselves Easter.
Jack : Not bad
Duration
Bunny : Not bad yourself
[53:04
53:38]
Jack : Look I sorry
about the whole you
know the kangaro thing
Bunny : it’s the accent,
isn’t it?
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Pitch

: Ohhhh, I thought i

heard the clippity-clop of
a unicorn. What an
adorable dream!
Pitch : (leans down to
cupcake) and look. At.
Her. Precious child. So
sweet, so full of hopea
and wonder. Why, there's
only
one
thing
missing...a touch of fear.
Pitch : Hahaha! That
never gets old!
Pitch : Feel your fear.
Come on. Come on,
that's right.
Pitch : Yesss. What a
pretty little nightmare.
Pitch : Now, I want
you to go tell the others
the wait is over.
Pitch : Don't look at me

Duration
[16:58 17:58]
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Snow

like that, old friend. You
must have known this
day would come. My
nightmares are finally
ready.
Are
your
guardians?
Cupcake : Grrrrrrrrrrrr...
Pippa : Crud, I hit
Cupcake.
Monty : She hit
Cupcake.
Claude : You hit
Cupcake?
Claude : Oh!
Caleb : Did you throw
that?
Monty : No.
Pippa :Wasn't me.

Jack :
Blood
and
gums? When was the last
time you guys actually
hung out with kids?
Sophie : Peek-a-boo.
North : We are very
busy bringing joy to
children! We don't have
time...
Jack : If one little kid
can
ruin
Easter,
then...we're in worse
shape than I thought.
Sophie : Weeee! Weee,
weee, weee!
Bunny : You wanna
paint some eggs? Yeah?
Sophie : Okay!
Bunny : Come on then!
North :
Rimsky
Korsakov! That's a lot of
eggs

Duration
[13:13 13:24]

Duration
[51:21 52:02]
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APPENDIX II
4.2 The Fairies Symbol Close to the Children.
PICTURES

DIALOGUES
Thooth
:
Jack, I
don’t think you understand
what it is we do, each of
those lights is a child, a
child who believes!
North
: and good
or bad, naughty or nice,
we protect them

Pitch : It’s happening
already!
Jakc
: What is?
Pitch
:
The
childrens are waking up
and realizing the tooth
fairy never came. I mean
such and litte thing. But to
a child…
Jack : What going on?
Tooth : They… they
don’t believe in me
anymore.
Pitch : Did’t they tell
you, Jack? Its greats
being Guardians. But
there’s catch. Its enough
kids
stop
believing,
everything you friends
protect them. Wonder,
hope and dreams, it all
goes away. And so little
by litte, go do they. No

DURATION

Duration
[21:54 22:07]

Duration
[33:00 33:53]
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chrismast and easter or
little fairies that come in
the night. There will be
nothing but fear and
darkness. And me, it’s
your trun not to be
believed in.

Duration
[01:09:00]
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APPENDIX II
4.3 The Fairies Symbol Close to the Children.
PICTURES

DIALOGUES
Thooth
:
Jack, I
don’t think you understand
what it is we do, each of
those lights is a child, a
child who believes!
North
: and good
or bad, naughty or nice,
we protect them

Pitch : It’s happening
already!
Jakc
: What is?
Pitch
:
The
childrens are waking up
and realizing the tooth
fairy never came. I mean
such and litte thing. But to
a child…
Jack : What going on?
Tooth : They… they
don’t believe in me
anymore.
Pitch : Did’t they tell
you, Jack? Its greats
being Guardians. But
there’s catch. Its enough
kids
stop
believing,
everything you friends
protect them. Wonder,
hope and dreams, it all
goes away. And so little
by litte, go do they. No

DURATION

Duration
[21:54 22:07]

Duration
[33:00 33:53]
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chrismast and easter or
little fairies that come in
the night. There will be
nothing but fear and
darkness. And me, it’s
your trun not to be
believed in.

Duration
[01:09:00]
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APPENDIX III
4.3 The Effect of Symbol to Children as seen in Rise of the Guardians Movie.
PICTURES
The snow symbol give happines
effect to children

DIALOGUES

DURATION

Duration
[13:02 13:46]

The tooth symbol give happines, Jamie : Cool! A tooth
hope and gift effect to children.
Walla : Dude, that
means cash! Tooth Fairy
cash! I love the Tppth fairy!
Jack : No no…
Walla :
That’s totally
awesome, you lucky bug!
Lucky!.

Duration
[14:32 14:15]

Duration
[15:14 15:19]
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The eggs symbol give effect to
children when easter day came.

Jamie : Guys, wait up! Are
you guys caming to the egg
hunt Sunday!
Bristis boy
: Yeah! Free
candy! I hope we can find
the eggs with all this snow!

Duration
[11:47 11:52]

The sand symbol gives beautiful
dream and bad deram effect dor
children.

Duration
[16:27 16:40]

Pitch : Ohhhh, I thought i
heard the clippity-clop of a
unicorn. What an adorable
dream!
Pitch : (leans down to
cupcake) and look. At. Her.
Precious child. So sweet, so
full of hopea and wonder.
Why, there's only one thing

Duration
[01:22:26 01:
22:32]
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missing...a touch of fear.
Pitch : Hahaha! That
never gets old!
Pitch : Feel your fear.
Come on. Come on, that's
right.
Pitch : Yesss. What a
pretty little nightmare.
Pitch : Now, I want you
to go tell the others the wait
is over.
Pitch : Don't look at me
like that, old friend. You
must have known this day
would
come.
My
nightmares
are
finally
ready. Are your guardians
North (cont'd) : The boogie
man was here - at the pole.
Tooth(shocked):
Pitch?
Pitch black? Here?!
North : Yes! There was
black sand covering the
globe.
Bunny(confused):
What,
what...what do you mean
black sand?
North : And then a
shadow!
Bunnymund : Hold on,
hold on, i thought you said
you saw pitch.
North : Well, ah, not
exactly...
Bunny : Not exactly? Can
you believe this guy?
Bunny : Yeah, you said it,
sandy
North : Look, he is up to
something very bad. I feel
it, in my belly

Duration
[07:48 08:08]
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Jack : We’ve got help
Sandy!
Jack : No!
North : Jack
Pitch : Don’t fight the fear
little man!
North : Hurry, Hurry Jack
Pitch : I’d say “sweet
dreams” but there aren’t
any left.
North : No.
Jack : No

Duration
[46:13 46:50]
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APPENDIX IV
Biography of the Director74
Peter Ramsey is an American film director, illustrator and storyboard
artist, whose directorial debut was Rise of the Guardians in 2012. He grew up in
the Crenshaw District of South LA, and graduated at 17 from Palisade Charter
High School. He studied painting at University of California, Los Angles for two
years before enrolling in film classes at Los Angeles City College. His first job in
Hollywood was painting a mural, but soon he was working as a storyboard artist
and production illustrator on 26 films including Predator 2, Backdraft,
Independence Day, Fight Club and A.I. Artificial Intelligence.
He was a second unit director for Poetic Justice, Higher Learning, Tank
Girl and Godzilla. Aron Warner, the producer of Tank Girl, suggested he join
DreamWorks Animation. After initially being uninterested, Ramsey joined
DreamWorks Animation as a story artist for Shrek the Third and Shrek the Halls.
He was chosen to direct Rise of the Guardians, based on William Joyce's The
Guardians of Childhood books, making him the first African American to direct a
big budget animated feature
Biography of the Writer.75
William Edward Joyce (born December 11, 1957) is an American author,
illustrator, and film maker. His illustrations appeared on numerous New Yorker
covers and his paintings are displayed at museums and art galleries. Joyce won an
Academy Award for Best Animated Short. Film with Brandon Oldenburg William
Joyce lives with his wife Elizabeth Baucum Joyce and son Jackson Edward Joyce
in Shreveport, Louisiana. His daughter, Mary Katherine, died from a brain tumor
at the age of 18 on May 2, 2010. Rise of the Guardians, a film inspired by stories
Joyce told her while young and later resulted in the The Guardians of Childhood
book series, was dedicated to her memory.
The main character of Epic, which is also based on Joyce's book, The Leaf
Men and the Brave Good Bugs, was named after her. He has written and
illustrated over fifty children's books including George Shrinks, Santa Calls,
Dinosaur Bob and his Adventures with the Family Lazardo, Rolie Polie Olie, The
Leaf Men and the Brave Good Bugs and A Day with Wilbur Robinson. Joyce is
currently working on a series of novels and picture books, The Guardians of
Childhood, consisting of a total of 13 books.

74
75

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Ramsey accessed 14 maret 2018
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Joyce writer accessed 14 maret 2018
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APPENDIX V
Synopsis76
Jack Frost, The spirit of winter is lifted with lost memory from the depths
of a frozen pond by the Man in the Moon, only to discover that no one can see,
hear, or touch him. Three-hundred years later, at the North Pole, Santa Claus,
becomes aware that Pitch Black has returned and is threatening the children of the
world. After alerting fellow Guardians the Tooth Fairy called Tooth, the Easter
Bunny, and the Sandy of the problem, Santa learns that the Man in the Moon has
been selected Jack as the newest Guardians.
Jack declines the invitation because frustrated and hurt by centuries of
isolation, but Santa explaining their mission and the Pitch Black’s threat to
persuades him and cooperate. Meanwhile, Pitch and his Nightmare minions raid
Tooth's palace, taking all the memories stored in children's teeth and captures
Tooth’s helper. A single fairy named Baby Tooth is heard in the Jack’s mission
trip. It destroys all plans to save Easter and weakened the power of the Guardians
especially for Bunny. After facing the disappointed Guardians, a despondent Jack
departs in disgrace to Antarctica. There, Pitch tempts him to join forces, but Jack
refuses, claiming that he does not want to be feared. In retaliation, Pitch threatens
to kill Baby Tooth unless Jack relinquishes the source of his power which is his
staff. Pitch breaks the staff, and he throws both Jack and Baby Tooth down into an
ice crevasse where Baby Tooth convinces Jack to unlock his memories in an
attempt to counter his despair.
Long ago, his memories teach him, he was a mortal teenage boy who died
saving his little sister from falling through the ice of the pond in which he
awakened at the film's start. Because of that sacrifice, the Man in the Moon
changed him into a spirit and chose him as a Guardian. Inspired by the revelation,
Jack restores his staff and returns to help the Guardians. Due to the power of
Pitch's Nightmares, only one child (Jamie) still believes. Jack races to the boy first
and strengthens Jamie's wavering faith in the Guardians, but by creating snow in
Jamie's room, he causes the boy to believe that Jack Frost is real.
Jamie is finally able to see him much to Jack's delighted surprise. The
weakened Guardians arrive to confront Pitch, while Jamie gathers his friends to
support them. Pitch's seemingly overwhelming power proves no match against the
children's faith, which allows the Guardians to battle Pitch. Sandy is resurrected
by this belief and joins the fight, leaving Pitch defeated, the children's faith
restored, and Jack with believers of his own. Upon seeing that he is no longer
believed because of his defeat, Pitch attempts to escape, but his Nightmares track
down his fear and drag him away into his lair. At this victory, Jack accepts his
place as the Guardians of Fun and resolves to protect the world's children with his
new friends.
76

(http://www.imdb.com/ name/nm0709056/synopsis rise of the guardians, accessed14,

maret 2018.
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